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after bonding with a star baby near the ruins, cor
mentions that it will be passed down to him and his
children and becomes concerned if his children are
taken away from him and the galaxy. he warns
gladiolus that retrieving the soul stone is risky. as they
continue their quest through the tempering grounds,
the force begins to affect cor as he hears the voice of
his ancestors. eventually cor reaches his goal and
brings back with him, the soul stone. after the two
leave the ruined ruins, cor travels further to
investigate the ancient one's tablet. upon opening, the
force begins to overpower him and only slowly cor is
able to retrieve the artifact. after an encounter with
the legendary planet-sized form of a gigantic man of
flesh, blood and bone with no shoulders, a bearded
mammoth-like beast, and a tall humanoid with a
floating body and arms, tallec and florian encounter
the ship of the original volsungs, the first family of the
cosmos. while the volsungs have an air of hatred for
the atreides, the southerners seek their help in
battling the atreides. tallec tells the passengers of the
atreides' arrival and how they are seeking to locate
the island of kurr. the volsungs continue to sail to the
island and lay their hands on a powerful weapon,
which resembles an egg. they then open the shell to
reveal a glowing blue orb that grants them the ability
to manipulate space. when the volsungs leave, the
atreides follow to battle the southerners. zela is visited
by her friend valse, who offers to visit the martian
cathedral and discuss their love troubles. while they
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discuss the circumstances, cosmo arrives and accuses
zela of fighting in order to get attention. cosmo then
reveals his true intentions, as he wishes to enslave
zela so that they can become lovers. however, zela
breaks free and asks valse to save her. cosmo is
astonished and valse reveals that the ex-goddess has
gone mad, and she is only searching for some way to
die. while desperately looking for a way to destroy
cosmo, valse is attacked by cosmo, who wrests the top
from a massive golden orb, revealing that it is an orb
of size. valse then defeats and disarms the giant
cosmo, who is then sent flying away. zela breaks free
from cosmo's influence and is able to find the orb of
cosmo that keeps taunting her.
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the movie starts at the point when tony was training to
be the protector of asgard and thor made him give up
on it and go for new york. the scene shortly after thor
left is shown. he says that he needs some time and
tony says that he needs to know that thor's hammer
can actually keep him alive during a fight. when thor
comes back he finds a note from tony that tells him

about new york. when he arrives tony is about to
explain what is going on, but tony left before the
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